INCREASE FIRST
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REDUCE TIME TO
ACTION
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REDUCE OPERATING
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MAXIMO.

IMPROVE ASSET
AVAILABILITY

INCREASE JOB
SATISFACTION

The EZMaxMobile Difference

InterPro is the only company offering a suite of Maximo mobile
apps built exclusively for IBM Maximo® – using native Maximo
rules, permissions and datastores – eliminating double
updates, data lags and synchronization failures. EZMaxMobile
expands upon native Maximo capabilities to mirror the way
people actually work -- with intuitive interfaces, bold graphics,
and rich functionality.
EZMaxMobile is the mobile Maximo solution people switch to
when they’re frustrated with synchronization failures, slow data
transfers, lack of flexibility, conflicting business rules and
permissions, or the need to update their app whenever they
make a change to Maximo.
It's the solution that’s never had a failed implementation.

IBM and Maximo are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.

ELIBOMXAMZE

All the functionality you need in a single app.

EZMaxMobile has all the functionality you need, so there’s no need for separate
apps for different functions or processes, such as inspections, inventory
management or preventive maintenance.
With over 25 delivered processes, tailorable to your specific needs, your
technicians can do their jobs without having to jump from app to app.

Online or Offline. Any device.

When your technicians are working in an environment without a reliable data
connection, EZMaxMobile lets them go offline – with a patented, lightning-fast
offline mode that’s nearly 10 times faster than alternative solutions. EZMaxMobile
runs on any Apple, Android, or Windows device, so your techs can use the
device best suited to their needs and preferences.

EZMaxMobile clients are enjoying productivity gains of up to
200%, significant increases in asset availability, 10X faster
sync speeds, the elimination of mobile sync failures, and the
ability to accommodate Maximo upgrades in a single,
automated step.

InterPro's support for our rapid mobile
expansion has been incredible. With
what we have implemented so far, we
expect the return on investment to be
well beyond our initial estimates.
JESSE MOORE / ABM

KEY FEATURES

All EZMaxMobile features are located within one application so there's
no need for multiple apps for different functions or processes. Any Apple,
Android, or Windows mobile device can interact with Maximo in both
real-time and offline modes.

Slow leak.
Water shut
off now

ADVANCED MAPPING

PHOTOS & VIDEOS

EZMaxMobile offers a choice of mapping capabilities
ranging from basic GPS location mapping to interactive
layered ESRI ArcGIS location intelligence. You can
associate location data with a work order, asset, or
location and automatically store the details in your
Maximo system. Your field team can visualize work
orders and assets in map views, and get point-to-point
directions to guide them to the proper location..

Increase your team's efficiency by attaching photos and
videos to illustrate work requests and document
completed repairs. Photos and videos are automatically
uploaded as a Maximo linked document and associated
with the underlying work order, asset, location, or
inventory item as an attachment. Technicians can also
mark-up photos to provide supplemental information
and provide greater clarity.

LOCALIZED

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS

Support your global asset management needs.
EZMaxMobile is available in all languages supported
by Maximo, and is easily tailored to local work
practices and references.

Alert technicians to new work orders, changes, and
emergency updates.

Since we began using EZMaxMobile, we've
eliminated paper work orders, decreased
response time, and increased data quality
with real-time work order management.
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ONLINE OR OFFLINE

BARCODE SCANNING & PRINTING

And when your technicians are working in an environment
without a reliable data connection, EZMaxMobile lets them
go offline – with a patented, lightning-fast offline mode
that’s nearly 10 times faster than alternative solutions.
Unlike other solutions, EZMaxMobile’s no-fail
synchronization automatically quarantines any data
exceptions and lets your team keep working.

Gain quick access to records in Maximo for barcoded
items such as assets, locations, and inventory item
using your mobile-device camera or Bluetooth
enabled barcode scanner. Use EZMaxMobile to
generate barcodes via portable or fixed printers.

VOICE TO TEXT

SIGNATURE

Are your technicians struggling with your device's tiny
digital keypad? Easily capture notes and give
instructions with voice-to-text functionality. Simply speak
into your mobile device.

Need a signature on work order, purchase requisition,
tool check-out or inventory request? EZMaxMobile has
it. Captured signatures can then be stored and
displayed in Maximo.

DATA WHERE YOU NEED IT

GUIDED ACTIONS

While other OSLC-based solutions bog down when you try
to take more than 100,000 records offline, EZMaxMobile’s
patented sync technology lets you go offline with millions
of records.

Define step-by-step actions to guide technicians
through a particular process such as an inspection or
repair, and prompt next actions based upon prior
responses, boosting productivity and improving first
fix rates.

MAXIMO WORKFLOW SUPPORT

DIGITAL WORK AIDS

Unlike other available solutions, EZMaxMobile lets you
bring your configured Maximo workflows to your
technicians in the field.

Provide equipment schematics, blueprints,
instructions, how-to videos and other work aids to
arm your technicians with everything they need to
diagnose and resolve issues in the field.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

EZMaxMobile is ready to go right out of the box, and is the only fully functional Maximo mobile
solution that can be installed on your server in under 30 minutes. It is also highly flexible so you can
easily configure the 25+ delivered processes to conform to your specific workflows, business
practices and requirements.
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REQUEST A DEMO

Let's talk about how EZMaxMobile can transform the
way you work. Give us a call at 781.213.1166 or contact
us at sales@interprosoft.com.

We have not found a more cost-effective, easy to
install, easy to use option than EZMaxMobile. The
online/offline mode is an added benefit that we
will definitely use.
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ELIMINATE SYNC
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